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Summary
The present economical context prevail upon finding new heating
technologies, that would generate primary energy saving and supposed to
show competitive investment costs.
System that combine a heat pump to solar energy are becoming possible
today, but this is possible under conditions : only a few technology
combinations seem to be reasonable to get a great reliability and simpleness,
so as to reduce both equipment cost prices and maintenance costs, as well as
the electric consumption.
Moreover, the performances of such technological combinations are subject
to important variations depending on weather conditions, these themselves
depending on the climate and relief of the supposed installation site.
So this is an important challenge for the manufacturers. Some of them
develop for more than 10 years hat pump based equipments that can be
coupled with solar energy converter, by the mean of photovoltaic modules
or thermal receivers.
In this document we tried to present the main offer available today, and also
to determine their advantages and draw backs.
Research and Development actuality can give an image of some future
technological solutions. This domain is sparsely approached, but an update
of this report will give more details.
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COP

Coefficient Of Performance

DHW

Domestic Hot Water

HEx

Heat Exchanger(s)
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Heat Pump(s)

PV

Photovoltaic

R&D
CMV

Research and Development
Controlled Mechanical Ventilation
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Introduction
In the present economical context, primary energy is more and more expensive. That's the
reason why low-energy solutions for house heating and domestic hot water (DHW) generation
are more and more investigated.
In this way, many manufacturers offer appliances that can combine heat pumps (HP) and solar
energy. Some of these solutions have existed for more than 20 years whereas other came out
quite recently on the market.
The purpose of the actual document is to inventory the most relevant of these offers,
according to their technological availability.
Many technical combinations are possible. However, in the aim of sustainability – for the
customer as well as the manufacturer – the offered products must generate energy saving and
in the same time have to generate little over cost compared to traditional technologies.
For this reason, despite the present-day offers are quite numerous, they does not really
constitute a large technical diversity.
Many manufacturer websites have been consulted, principally European ones, but not only.
The collected information is general public one. So the following presentation do not pretend
to be exhaustive with regards to the existing solutions nor to innovation.
It is shown that the commercial offers are actually based on the following principles :
– HP with solar-assisted evaporator,
– Classical HP coupled to standard thermal solar receivers,
– Multifunction appliance combining an air-source HP, a thermal-regenerative
controlled mechanical ventilation (CMV) and a thermal solar receiver for house
heating and DHW generation,
– photovoltaic (PV) powered HP – principally for steady or transportable refrigeration
appliances, for medical, military or individual uses.
Further informations will complete this report about the research activities in this field,
especially to present a few demonstration plants.
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Basic schematic diagrams of the offered systems
Solar evaporator heat pump :

Heat pump with serial solar assistance :

Conventionnal heat pump with solar-preheater water cylinder :
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Multifunction heat pump :

Solar-photovoltaic powered heat pump (refrigerating use) :
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Heat pump and solar thermal energy
Solar assisted evaporators for air source heat pumps
Aero-solar evaporation
A possible configuration consist in the use of a plane outdoor evaporator adapted for solar
exposure. During bad weather periods or nights, the can extract heat from the ambient air by
natural convection, like a classical air-source HP. When the sun shines, the opaque coating of
the evaporator makes it equivalent to a basic solar receiver. The radiant heat received that way
gives an additional heat feeding that activates the evaporation of the frigorific fluid.
This system seems to be interesting owing to its simplicity and flexibility :
- The plant doesn't need hard work such as drilling or excavation . It can easily be
implemented for the replacing of an existing water heater.
- The use of a air / water HP allows combinations of several heat sources. The inlet can
easily be connected – via a single HEx – to an additive thermal source, such as the
ambient air, or better to the extracted air from an existing CMV , for an improved
efficiency and a heat loss upgrading.

figure 1 : Principle of an aero-solar HP

figure 2 : Improvement of the aero-solar HP
exploiting extracted air from a CMV

This principle is already produced at small commercial scale by producing individual DHW
generators. SFT (Société de Fabrication Thermodynamique, Grenoble, France)
commercializes such products under the mark Aixter, as a part of a thermodynamic waterheaters product line.
This commercial example seems to show that the performance increase resulting from the
solar receiving is quite negligible. This probably results of the economical concept of this
product, based on standard domestic evaporators - similar to those used in refrigerators or
freezers - merely coated with a dark emulsion paint.
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The design of a specific evaporator, with an increased area, and more adapted coating, allows
increased performances for greater plants, such as heating appliance for individual or
collective buildings, swimming pools etc...
The main drawback of this concepts is the quantity of frigorific fluid required for the fill-in
of large plants. One one hand this increases the risk of leakage, on the other hand,
maintenance operations and solar panels replacement needs to be operated by a specialized
staff for freezing agent operating.

figure 3 : Aero-solar evaporator HP : flexible and multi-purpose
installation principle diagram and example of existing plant

Energie Lda (Laúndos , Portugal) works with the thermodynamic solar panel patented
technology since its foundation in 1986. They offer today a vast range of products from single
DHW generators up to collective thermodynamic boilers, adapted to achieve large buildings
plants (hotels, high schools, swimming-pools, etc...)
Solar PST (La Coruña, Spain) commercializes such systems since 2006 on industrial scale
and has realized many plants – notably collective ones.
This concepts exists in fact since the early 1980's, but few informations are available about
their performances and comparisons with classical HP.
Meanwhile, public accessible documentation shows that the heating power is higher during
the day than by night, for the same ambient temperature – that means solar radiation is
effectively received. With -5°C ambient temperature heating power is roughly 60% better by
day than by night, and with 20°C ambient temperature it is some 29% better. The
manufacturer specifies that correct operation requires ambient temperature above 0°C, that is
equivalent of a 50% maximum solar gain.
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Evaporation with a series Solar assistance by secondary circuit
This system is conceptually close to the previous because there is still only one receiver
touching the cold heat source, that is still the ambient air. The difference lays in an
intermediate series circuit in which a classical fluid - such as a glycol-water mixture - is used
to ensure heat transport and exchanges. The heating power is transmitted trough two water
cylinders : The first is a buffer and the second is connected with the distribution loop.
The external exchanger is made of a polymer tubes network that ensures both thermal energy
extracting from the ambient air and solar radiation absorbing. The flexibility of this concept
allows a fast and easy installation, by simple laying on a breeze-block bed or a metallic frame.

figure 4 : The Heliopac concept (left), installed air-solar receiver on breeze-block bed (right)

This solutions gives the system more flexibility in evolution, because a classical heating fluid
doesn't need pressurization and purity, nor all the precaution required while handling the
phase-change cooling fluids used in the HP.
This concept is implemented by a few societies, essentially for sanitary water production and
private or public swimming-pool heating. High power plants are realised by parallel
connection of several HP.
The advantage of this concept is the simplicity of the solar receivers :
Despite of a lower efficiency than standard ones, these are really low-costing and large
receiving areas are easy to afford. Moreover, an intelligent management of the upstream and
downstream circuit using motor assisted valves allows a real-time optimisation of the solar
energy benefit (see figure 4).
So, for example, by warm weather the solar loop could be directly connected with the first
cylinder, so as to accumulate the solar heating. By moderated weather the Heat pumps will
use the solar receiver as a cold source, principally during bright intervals, to store the heat in
the first cylinder. The second cylinder will be connected to the HP output by bad weather, or
at any time to supply peak demand of sanitary water. In the case of multi-HP plants, the
control system also determines how many machines have to be switched on according to the
demand and the weather.
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Heat pumps with standard thermal solar receivers
In the 1970s, heat pump technology was at an early development stage and showed marginal
efficiency improvement from solar pre-heating. However, modern HP have overcome those
inefficiencies and can substantially reduce energy use with solar pre-heating.
Using conventional solar thermal receivers, and so usual glycol-water heating fluid, needs
naturally a dedicated piping, connected to a thermal storage cylinder when the sun shines and
disconnected by bad weather. The HP has to be connected to the same cylinder, that can be
realised by different ways. Many configurations and adaptation are possible depending on the
usage and performance requirement. So the purpose of the following is to present the most
common basis configurations as an image of the existing commercial offer.
Two kinds of configurations can be marked out :
− Solar hydraulic loop and boiler connected with a single domestic hot water cylinder
− More elaborated solutions using solar heating for both house heating and hot water
production.
Heat pump connected with a Solar receiver for DHW production only
In this case , a single cylinder receives and stores the heating power from the two sources. A
first indirect coil, located in the lower part of the cylinder, receives the solar heat, while
another indirect coil, in the higher part of the cylinder supplies complementary heating from a
boiler, so a HP for instance.
This configuration is the most basic association of solar thermal receivers with a HP. The HP
can be specially designed for DHW production, or also used for central heating, but the two
circuits keep thermally separated .
Thermal regulation of such a circuit could be quite simple : A temperature sensor in the
cylinder commands the boiler whereas another systems controls the solar receiving loop. This
one needs at least two sensors, one at the solar panel output, another at the low-coil output of
the cylinder, so as to open the solar loop only if the solar receiver temperature exceeds the
lowest temperature in the cylinder. In any case, the required 55°C to prevent legionella risk
will be supplied by the HP.
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Figure 5 : Schematic diagram of a simple solar and HP heating for DHW production (doc : Viessmann)

Many manufactures offer solar double coiled cylinders. From one to the other these products
present some differences, especially about their internal configuration (form, size and places
of the two coils ) , so it could be asked if some products are more adapted than others to be
coupled with a HP.
Most of these cylinders are indicated for all kind of boiler technologies. So in general that
means they were designed for traditional or condensing boilers.
However some series of DHW cylinders are mentioned as compatible to be coupled with a
HP, but they have been designed for general use, as it is shown by the technical sheets
installation examples that usually mentions fuel or gas boilers (see figure 5).
Other manufacturers does not offer cylinders specifically designed for one application or
another, but a DHW modular cylinder range that can be customised in accordance to the need,
by adding specific components (additional coil for solar heating, or secondary boiler, etc...
e.g. Vaillant)
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Since late 2007, compact integrated device are being offered. A single item composed of an
air source HP in the upper place and a DHW cylinder with a solar-heated coil in the lower
place. Some of these products provide DHW only, and other are combined with an air or
water house heating circuit.

figure 6 : Integrated system with solar pre-heated DHW cylinder (Auracompct BP8, by ROTH)

figure 7 : Cross section of the thermodynamic DHW generator " CETD" (Oertli / De Dietrich)
and installation scheme example with a solar thermal assistance.
With a COP up to 3,4 while heating from 10 °C to 45°C , this technology should allow to save an energy amount
from 70% up to 80% thanks to solar energy receiving, in comparison with classical generators.
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HP and solar thermal receiving for heating, DHW and other use
HP central heating with solar pre-heating are quite similar to the previous configuration. The
difference is that a common volume is used both by central heating and DHW production
circuits to store heating water and pre-heating by a thermal solar receiver loop.

figure 8 : Schematic diagram of an individual plant (doc : Viessmann) with a dual purpose cylinder (C) for DHW
and central heating,, and a buffer cylinder (E). The two cylinders are pre-heated by solar receiver loops
Note : This scheme is presented with gas or fuel boilers, but the manufacturer
indicates these types of cylinder as suitable for HP connection.

Many different plant configurations are possible from this basis, depending on the plant to
realise : Renovation of an existing heating system or a new one, using an additional boiler or
not, collective buildings, swimming pools, etc... Many manufacturers offer various cylinder
types so as to as to satisfy each demand.

figure 9 : Individual house plant scheme, with a single HP and a multi-purpose buffer cylinder, with solar preheating and multi-level stratification, for central heating and DHW generation (doc : Brötje / BAXI )
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According to the case, the thermal buffer could be integrated in a single multi-functional
cylinder, or a separated buffer cylinder will be added in the case of greater installations
(schools, hotels, etc...) or renovation of an existing installation. Apart of the solar heating,
many elaborated cylinders can be connected with two boilers (or more), e.g. a gas-fired
condensing boiler and a HP, so as to use the more efficient heater according to various
circumstances ( exceptional needs, weather, power cuts...).
All "unstratified" multi-coil cylinders series offered by different manufacturers have almost
the same design and volumes. On the opposite, although all stratified cylinders are based on
the same technical principle, many different designs are offered and each manufacturer offers
rather different products (see figure 10). Some cylinders have a built-in DHW cylinder in the
upper level, with its own heating coil ; while others produce DHW on demand trough a large
volume coil that passes downside to upside trough a single volume cylinder. Some cylinders
have only one stratification level whereas others have two or more, with vertical pipes to
activate thermal exchanges across the different levels when temperature differences allows
"thermosiphon" effects.

figure 10 : A few multi-functional cylinders
(from left to right : Viessmann, Brötje, Vaillant)
Note : on the full-right hand , an original cylinder (Oertli) with an integrated
electronic system to drive unregulated HP or Boiler

The control of the solar receiving loop can be independent of the house heating control. This
allows easy improvement of existing heating plants. Centralised electronic control, however,
are better for performance optimisation, especially for elaborated plants.
Common equipments are designed for traditional houses plants (in the 10kW to 20kW thermal
power range) or collective plants (40kW to 120kW thermal power range). The separated
elements offer allows to find a solution for each need. In the same way as previously, the
materials are generally designed for all boiler kind, but the explicit combining of HP and solar
heating tends to appear usually in booklets and catalogues .
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Multifunction HP designed for solar pre-heating
According to recent development of energy efficient houses, low-power multi-functional HP
based equipments have been launched by many manufacturers. A compact appliance contains
the heating system (an air-source HP), a small buffer cylinder with a single solar pre-heater
coil, and provides additional functions such as MCV, natural cooling (without HP compressor
use) or reverse work as well as high power HP. The actual solar receiver and required
equipment (piping, joints...) keep to be sold separately.

figure 11 : A compact integrated air source HP heating system and DHW generator with solar pre-heating
for energy-efficient houses, combined with a mechanical domestic ventilation system (doc : Viessmann)

figure 12 : A semi-integrated system : A central appliance ensures the power management while a separated
cylinder receives the hydraulics circuits of DWH, solar pre-heating and central heat supply . Note the ground
source HEx and the heat-regenerative ventilation circuit upstream the HP (doc : Effiziento / Paul WRG)
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Some of these appliances fill a quite small floor area (e.g. figure 11), about the same of a
washing-machine. These are designed for individual passive houses. More spacious houses
needs greater design, with a separated water buffer (e.g. figure 12), however it is conceivable
to install several compact units to equip collective houses (e.g. figure14).

figure 13 : Multifunction heat pump (right) with
a separated hot water cylinder (doc : Paul WRG)

figure 14 : Installation of several multifunction HP
in a three flats collective house (doc : Nilan)

Classical HP, with a solar pre-heated water cylinder, can use various heat sources : external
air, ground water or the ground heat, according to specific installation conditions.
On the opposite, multifunction HP are based on an air-source HP. It is the more rational for
compact systems that integrate a heat-regenerative MCV. For classical air-source HP, at very
low outside temperatures (typically from -3°C to -4°C) it is necessary to pre-heat the admitted
air to prevent evaporator frost.
The easiest solution to achieve this pre-heating is the use of an electrical resistance, which
reduces the system efficiency .
To make up for this disadvantage, partial or complete pre-heating can be achieved by the
mean of a single ground HEx or a brine HEx (figures 11 and 13). The compact HP concept
has the advantage to be easily and fast installed, with the interesting option of a pre-heating of
the evaporator with the extracted air of the integrated MCV so as to increase frost prevention
as well as the performance.
Another technical drawback of these systems is the difficult management of both quality of
the air and its temperature in a so compact item. Some installation examples shows that the
real electric consumption is sometimes higher than foreseen.
On the financial aspect, non-integrated equivalent systems can be afforded at lower prices,
thanks to the possibility, for the customer, to exploit the competition between various
suppliers. In the one hand, the actual high level investment cost of the integrated materials
make their commercial expansion is today dependant of the governments subsidies. On the
other hand, a compact system can be interesting about installing, adjusting and maintenance,
because a unique specialist could be needed, that is supposed to reduce the exploitation cost.
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Photovoltaic powered heat pumps
Motivations :
– Powering HP compressor with photovoltaic panels would provide a fully autonomous
heating system using 100% of renewable energy. Unfortunately, the PV solar resource
is usually unsynchronized with the energy needed by the HP used as a heating system.
So batteries are needed to buffer the electrical energy produced and balance it with the
HP consumption, particularly to comply with high power consumption while
compressor starts.
– A frequently chosen solution to this problem is to connect the PV panels to the grid
via a DC/AC converter and a control system. So when the PV panels do not produce
enough power the HP will use the grid power. Reversely, when the HP turns off, the
produced PV power is re-injected to the grid.
– A better accordance between solar resource and power need is possible with the
reverse use of the HP for air conditioning, especially in warm countries.
– Today, European government subsidies, e.g. the buying back price of PV energy
production also promotes HP sales, because this technology combination allows very
low energy cost prices of the heating system. One can consider that case as a HP + PV
combination even if their is no physical connection between the two technologies.
– Some study programs have been based on DC compressors that could be powered by
PV modules without the use of a DC/AC converter. This type of experiment has been
proceeded for several years and is still an interesting R&D subject today.

The first researches about this
technology started in the early
80's. At this time the low
performance level of the HP
did not allow PV assistance on
compressors powering.
Near the mid 90's the HP
technologies advances, as well
as PV cells one, allowed to reconsider the combination of
the two technologies.
Various studies started then.

figure 15 : demonstration Variable Speed Solar Photovoltaic Heat Pump
Compressor. Absorbs from 120W to 280W electric power
(doc : Polar Power Inc / NASA)
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One of these, ordered by the NASA, aimed to design fully autonomous frigorific system,
powered by PV panels. Such equipments where supposed to be used for inhabited space
missions. Terrestrial application could be solar refrigerators or automotive air-conditioning.
It seems that the space project didn't lead to something. Another terrestrial hypothetical
terrestrial application was to design a totally autonomous HP for domestic use, with the
eventuality re-injection on the grid of exceeding PV energy.
This original technology could allow an optimised use of the PV energy, by the way of direct
powering of the compressor with DC current, with no losses due to the DC / AC converter
used for conventional PV plants. Polar Power Inc. present this concept in its website, but no
commercial product is available yet, probably due to no sufficient demand, and so
manufacturing costs prohibiting the launching of a rational industrial production

figure 16 : Low voltage DC refrigerators and freezers.
left and centre : refrigerators for medical and food transport ( doc : Polar Power Inc.) ;
right : "Solar assisted Ice Cream Box " (doc : Unilever / Danfoss)

However, the same Polar Power Inc.
Offers for more than 20 years DC
compressor refrigerators and freezers that
can be autonomously powered by PV
panels. Some of these refrigerators, for
steady or mobile applications, do no use
batteries but a cold thermal storage that
ensures temperature stability for food
preservation.
On the same concept Polar Power offers
medical use refrigerators, the total
autonomy of the system is a real advantage
for large distances vaccines transports.
Unilever and Danfoss too have developed
a small autonomous solar ice cream freezer
(figure 16) to demonstrate the operability
of hydrocarbon DC compressors and the
opportunity it opens.
figure 17 : principle of an autonomous low-voltage
refrigerator (doc : Polar Power Inc.)
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figure 18 : The passive house by Schüco

figure 19 : Multifunction HP for CMV / house heating / DHW (doc : Stiebel-Eltron)
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Conclusion
The aero-solar evaporator HP is mature today.
Despite there are not many scientific details in the available informations about the
performances of these systems, it seems that the energy saving generated by solar power is
quite significant. The resulting HP + solar could divide the primary energy consumption by 4
or 6 compared to conventional heating systems. The success of this technology for collective
plants is a sign of its efficiency. One of the main requirement that large plants have to satisfy
is a regular maintenance of the frigorific fluid circuit.
For small systems, such as aero-solar evaporator DHW generators, despite the low investment
cost they represent for the customer, it seems that the energy saving are quite moderated.
Probably this is due to the small areas exposed to solar radiation, but once again, there is a
lack of experimental databases.
Anyway, the real-time use of solar energy of these systems advantages their use in quite
sunny countries (such as southern Europe or the Mediterranean area).
Despite these drawbacks, the relative simplicity of this technology makes it competitive for
energy saving and investment costs.
The solar assisted HP with a series secondary circuit can present various configuration. The
series assistance with conventional solar thermal receiver remains today in the R&D domain,
as well as more elaborated connections of the solar receivers. However, the series solar HP
assistance by the mean of polymer receivers is commercialised since 1990.
The performances of the realised systems presented by the manufacturers shows, once again,
that these systems needs an important mean sunshine to achieve an interesting thermoeconomical gain.
In fact, the given performances in often cloudy countries (such as Northern France) are
similar to those obtained with conventional solar-electric DHW generators (some 60% of
energy saving). On the opposite the electrical consumption can be divide by 4 and more by
sunny weather.
The advantage of this technology is its relative simplicity, and the low fill-in volume of
frigorific fluid compared to the aero-solar evaporator HP. The low-cost solar receiver is a
potential advantage, whereas its is contrary with its low efficiency because large collecting
area are easily affordable. These two advantages of this technology give it an important
competitiveness against aero-solar evaporator HP, for the same hypothetical installation
countries.
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The HP combined with standard thermal solar receivers by the mean of intermediate buffer
cylinders or multifunction cylinder are more adapted to low sun-irradiated countries. The
thermal inertia of the buffers allows to stock the available solar energy and its delayed use for
DHW or house heating.
About energy efficiency, this kind of solutions could lead to use HP in countries where winter
temperature are usually too low (falling of the COP, freezing risks), by the possibility of
coupling multifunction cylinders with several boilers, so conventional ones (fuel, gas or wood
boilers).
Moreover these solutions are adapted for individual houses as well as collective buildings.
The main bar to the development of such HP + Solar combinations, mostly for the
individuals, is their high level investment costs. Despite the mind evolution about ecology and
energy saving, many families can't afford with a return on investment after 5 years or more.
The concerned manufacturers have well understood this fact, so they try to offer system as
simple as possible and also modular, so as to allow the customers to bring evolutions to their
heating system in accordance to their means.
It is quite the same about multifunctional systems : High energy performances and high
energy savings are contrary with an important investment cost. This, specially for these
technologies designed for passive houses, because the potential customers have more
opportunities to lower the cost prices of separated elements materials, technically equivalent
but more competitive.
Directly PV-powered HP still need important development before being commercially offered
for house or building applications. But the existing appliance such as PV powered freezer and
refrigerators tends to show the potential of this technology. Particularly for air-conditioning,
due to the possibility to design the systems for the accordance between the demand and the
solar resource.
Finally, the combination of thermodynamic technologies and solar energy will always need a
specific study to each case, to take into consideration local weather conditions and determine
the energy efficiency of an installation, for individual buildings as well as collective ones.
The operability of the systems have raised up during the last years, in such a way that reliable
technologies are offered today.
The actual customers are not very numerous, but they take part in the technological
development, on one hand on the commercial field, on the other thanks to the the technical
following and maintenance of real plants. The evolution of the minds about energy saving and
ecology, and more competitiveness of the products should promote a more important
diffusion of these technologies in the coming years
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http://www.schueco.com/web/de/privatkunden/produkte/solarsysteme/infos_downloads/prospekte/1664394/pro_sp_p3028_mumc_wp_rel_08.pdf
brochure about german subsidies "BAFA" relative to Schüco products
http://www.schueco.com/web/de/privatkunden/produkte/solarsysteme/infos_downloads/prospekte/2890936/pro_so_p3162_6sc_foerder08rel_07.pdf
Nilan :
http://www.nilan.de/index.php?id=124
Bysun :
http://www.vpc.bysun.fr/F_frame.html?http://www.vpc.bysun.fr/
Drexel und Weiss :
http://www.drexel-weiss.at/.../Kap03_Systeme_08_EN.pdf
http://www.drexel-weiss.at/.../Kap05_Kompakt_08_EN.pdf
http://www.drexel-weiss.at/.../Kapitel06_Semizentrale_Systeme_08.pdf
Idm-energie :
http://www.idm-energie.at/de/idm-solarwaermepumpe.html
http://www.idm-energie.at/de/terra-max.html
http://www.idm-energie.at/de/solarthermie-1.html
Aerex :
http://www.aerex.de/download/.../Von der Wärmepumpe zur Brennstoffzelle.pdf
Effiziento :
http://www.effiziento.de/haustechnikzentrale_effiziento.html
Paul WRG :
http://www.paul-lueftung.net/index1.php4?id=15&ruid=33
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